GABU HEINDL

Radical Public Practice: 
On the politics of architectural non-solutions

Public lecture
(Part of SSOA MAUD / Participation in Architecture and Urban Design module)

Tuesday 8 Dec @ 11:30
meet.google.com/opk-uerj-uun

Gabu Heindl is an architect, urban planner, and theorist in Vienna. She is a Visiting Professor at SSoA and teaches at Architectural Association and the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna. She is founder of the award winning practice GABU Heindl Architektur and was chairwoman of The Austrian Society for Architecture (ÖGFA). Her work has been exhibited at the Venice Biennale, the Hong Kong & Shenzhen Biennale, Storefront for Art and Architecture in NY.

Recent Publications Include:

Stadtkonflikte: Radical Democracy in Architecture and Urban Planning,

Friendship to the city! On intersectional solidarity in social housing.